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five-year quest for a
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theory.

Space exploration could
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An interview with the

MIT's Peter Hagelstein uses laser physics
and hopping neutrons to explain the
"miracles" of "cold fusion." p. 22
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By Peter L. Hagelstein, Ph.D.

explanation for "cold fusion."
His article provides a rare insight into the
methods of a pioneering theorist working on the
frontiers of physics. It may not be the easiest
Laboratory of Electronics, is well-known for his
reading at certain points; often the quantumpioneering work in laser physics. Here he tries
mechanical concepts transcend ordinary experihis hand at explaining the difficult work of
ence, but the main ideas come across loud and
putting"cold fusion" phenomena within a
clear. Professor Hagelstein promised not to
comprehensive theoretical framework related
embellish his text with the extensive, complex
to lasing phenomena. He focuses on "neutron
mathematics for whi.ch his presentations are
transfer reactions"-neutrons "hopping" from
sometimes known. We
nucleus to nucleusare
happy to report that
which he believes
~~~~~~~s~~~~~J.8,~/fELECTRO ICS
he kept his promise.
provides the most
[Sym/Jol of M1T RLE. where Peter Hage/slein flOW works.}
-Gene Mallove, Editor
convincing nuclear
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'Coldjusion' experimental claims: A theorist's perspective
rofessor Peter Hagelstein of the MIT
Department of Electrical Engineering and
P
Computer Science, and of the MIT Research
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Science Digest cover, December 1985, recognizes Peter Hagelstein, who is shaWl! peering out ofa Cray XMP super-computer.
11/ 1984. Hage/slein was named by Science Digest as one of 100 Top Young Scientists. In the late 1970' s Peter Hage/stein
became peripherally involved in a Livermore project to develop an X-ray laser pumped by a nl/clear explosion.
At MIT now, Peter flage/stein works on civilian X-ray lasers. (Photo by Roger Ressmeyer)
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My own theoreti al effort on this challenging problem began within two day of
the announcements of the discovery of "cold
fusion' by the two Utah groups. I had heard
the day before the Pons-Fleischmann announcement that it would be reported that
two Univer ity f Utah electrochemi t
would claim that fusion had been ob erved
in a te t tube. I had worked previou lyon Xray lasers, and I recalled a claim made many
year' earlier that Kepro -of that same umverity-had reportedly ob erved X-ray lasing, under conditions where it would not
have been expected. Unfortunately Kepro
was mistaken.
I mis 'ed hearing the actual announcements from Utah. Tn the following days, I
wa vi iting a national lab ratory as a consultant, and found among my colleague
rather animated discussions about the Pon
and Flei,chmann claim. This wa back
when it was deemed OK to peculate a to
what might be going on, under the necessari-
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fying the e ential difficulty f the experimenlal input to theoretical exploration. Of
course judgment should be used, a many of
the experimental claim mu t nece sadly be
regarded as preliminary (and perhaps may be
wrong). There are those who even after five
years of sustained effort on the part of more
than twenty groups in tbe field, will argue
that all of the experimental claim descr.ibed
above are wrong for one rea on or another.
Of course, a theori t who is worth his (or
her) 'alt will have no trouble sorting out the
wheat from the chaff. One thing i absolutely
certain: These circum tances make life very
exciting for cold fusion theorists.
{Ed. Note: The end of Professor Hagelsteil/' s satirical remarks. Now for a serio liS
discussioll of hi theolY.]

Ti

'heorist who works to develop a
.theory to describe various anomalies associated with the "Ponsleischmann effect, ' or any of the
manifold effects reported in "cold fusion" research, i either brave or foolish--or perhaps
both.
Fortunately, the experimental input that
provide the tarting point for the theoretical
deliberations i clear. One thing that is certain according to many of my experimentalist friend (who report this fact after careful
and extensive deliberations), is that there is
without que tion an effect. Equally certain,
according to many other of my experimentalist friends, (who have also pent year
painstakingly seeking 10 replicate th effect),
i, that there i Witllout que tion no effect
what oever.
Con ensu in science is quite comforting,
and there i always a straight and clear path
towards consensus. You see the eKperimental procedure of those not seeing the effect
ba been carefully analyzed by tho e seeing
the effect and it is obviou that those not
seeing the effe t have not paid sufficiently
clo 'e attention to detail in the efforts to replicate the effect. The experimental procedure
of those who see the effect has also been
carefully analyzed by those who do not, and
it is equally clear that those who see the effect have not paid sufficiently close attention
to those experiments proving that there is no
effect.
For now, we hall regard it a an estabLished fact that there either is or is not an effect. Thi will be quite helpful in our theoretical discussions.
I am plea cd to report that the nature of
the "Pons-Fleischmann eft"ect" has, during
the past five years, been clarified. You see,
there is a reproducible excess heat effect reportedly observed in many of the successful
experiments. Some say that this heat can be
explained easily by elementary chemical reaction , pha. e changes or battery-I ike storage effects. I have trouble with these explanation, ince the claim d heat effect in
many ca es is the production of more energy
by at lea t a factor of 50 than would be produced if the cathode were replaced by a tick
of dynamite and simply detonated. If tile exce s heat i real, then it cannot be a chemical
effecl. It i perhap a nuclear effect according to some; it is perhaps an experimental error according to other.
nlere are, however, some successful experiment that do not how exce's heat. This
i an extremely important point. The presence of exces heat is a clear ignature that
the effect is occurring but not a necessary
one. since the effect also occurs when neutrons, tritium, alphas, gammas, and X-rays
are produced. Even if none of the e nor the
exce s heat are seen in an experiment, if the

cathode is made radioactive, then the experiment has, indeed ucceeded in sllowing the
effect.
A you can see, through a careful analysi
of the experimental evidence, we are moving
towards a deeper understanding of this effect. Those of you who are practiced in the
theorist's art, and those who are especially
clever at deductive reasoning, you have
probably guessed al.ready the physical mechanisms at work here; you may feel free to
skip past the remainder of this 'eeLion a it
may seem to belabor that which is obviou .
A study of correlation between the different manifestation. of the effect can be quite
valuable. For example, in some experiments
both exce s heat and neutron emission have
been measured imultaneously. The results
are quite gratifying. Neutrons at low levels
have reportedly been observed during heat
production; neutrons have also been claimed
when no heat i present; heat has been
claimed coincident with no measurable neutron production; many experiment have
shown an absence of neutrons that correlates
with an absence of excess heat. Generally,
the presence of exces heat or anomalou
neutrons is taken to be a velY good sign by
tho e who have carried out succe sful "cold
fusion" experiments.
Similarly valuable correlations have been
establi hed in variou. experiments between
other ob ervables. For example, stud ie, attempting to correlate heat and tritium have
been performed; correlations between neutron emission and tritium production have
been carefully studied. The results from
Ihe e and other efforts have hed much light
on matters, imilar to the case of the neutron
and heat tudies mentioned above.
Although my di cu ion of the exi tence
and nature of the effect has 0 far been brief
it is my hope that it bas been useful in clari-
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{Professor Hagelsteill wishes to alert
IIllwary readers that thefol/owing illfroductory remarks are il1tended as satire. As we
all know, satire embodies elemel1fs of the
tfllth. Editor's Note]

Peler Hagelstein speaks with Dr. Martin Fleischmann (R) at the First AI/llual Conferellce on
Cold Fusion (Sail Lake City, March 30. 1990). Dr. Richard Petrasso (L) of the MIT Plasma
Fusiol/ Center, a n()(ed skeplic af the Firsf AI/Ilual Conference, joined the conversation.
(Photo by Gene Mal/ove)
COLD FUSION
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The experimental evidence for
'cold fusion' nuclear effects and
excess heat is clear enough, but
linking them unambiguously to
the mechanism I have proposed
is another matter.
At the tim, all that seemed to be lacking
was an e 'planation of what the effect might
be, given that it was not likely 10 be fusion. It
was decided by my olleagues that I should
think about \ hat n w mechanism w re involved. My visit at that national laboratory
la 'ted about a week. To help provide motivation, I w told Ihal I would not be paid unles I figured it au\. (1 did not figure it out
during that week, but I was paid.) There
weI' many propo ed approaches and theorie that circulated early on. I figur d that a
theoretical explanation would be found by
some famous theorist within a month. I was
blis. fully unaware at thc time of the e treme
cyni ism about this announ emcnt that pervaded physics departments everywhere. AI24
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thought, as long as the decay energy (24
MeV) went somehow reversibly into the
phonon -high-frequency vibrations of the
lattice of metal atom. If thi occurred. it
. eemed that a uitable a count of the effect
might be in hand.
As sllch. this wa' not a theory, but it did
r pre em a direction to go.
My approach to working on really tough
problems ito: (I) Fir t take a tep, one
which may be part right. and may be part
wrong; (2) Put it together as be t to look Ii.ke
the an wer, in' much detail as it i po ible; (3) tudy and calculate il until it becomes obvious what part of it, if any. is right
and what part i wrong: and then (4) Propo e
an improved ver ion by keeping the correct
piece and di carding what seems not to
work (this new model of course, may be part
right and part wrong). Thi proce . is to be
repeated until, hopefully, convergence on the
right answer i reached.
At the time. I was delighted to have come
up with a direction to go. I fomlUlated and
analyzed this model during the foil wing
five months; in the end 1 under tood in detail
why it could not work. Thi led to the generation of an improved model, one that had appal' nt flaws. but Ihat at least did not urfer
from the, ame problem that the old onc did.
During the past several year, 1 have examined a very large number of m dels and variant [More than 50-Ed.], always methodically using the algorithm given above to zero-in on model that arc, I hope. ever clo er
to the right an weI. The theory discu . oed in
the present work i a more advanced theory.
and I will very likely continue to analyze and
as, s it. then improv it.
In my previous work on X-ray lasers, I also used this approach. When I tarted my effOr! in 1975. lillie was known ab ut h w to
make an X-ray la er-reali Ii ally. There
were a number of proposals. but it was not
known which i any, would or could work. I
analyzed all existing propo a!. . and then
used my algorithm to generate new approachcs to evaluate. Itimately, I evaluated
on the order of 50 scheme and variant , a
few of which proved to be uccessful.
In cold fusion, I was convinced that I had
a direction to go in April 1989, and I put it
together in a paper. This was the fir t tep in
a set of iterations, the duration of which I
could nOI guess at the time, but which I
hoped would converge soon ince it eemed
qualitatively to agree with the e 'peri mental
re 'ult . I had no idea at th time that half a
decade later that the i sue would n t really
be resolved. I wa.~ convinced that th re wa.
omcthing important in thi fir t tep. and
from my earlier experience' in the field of
X-nlY 1a ·er·. I knew that it was important to
document ideas Ie, I it become unclear. later,
who originated Ihem. So I sent th paper to
Physical Rel'l'ew Lellers in the h p of e tablishing an early first ubmillal date, with lhe
expectation that during the time of the review praces (which I estimated to be five to
six months) J would correct viou naw·.
J received a great deal of feedback on my
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most no theory papers would be generated to
accompany the large number of conjectures.
My initial con ideration led nowhere.
There simply wa no place to tart. Fu ion
was conjeclUr d, yet J conclud d it ould not
be fusion. (1 know that ome of my theorist
colleague di agree on thi point.) There was
no way to get deuterons-the nu lei of d uterium- I gelher. Even if deuteron omehow were able to get together. large numbers
of neutron and quantitie of tritium would
be generated along with heat, and thi was
not ob erved.
A reasonable re pon e would have been to
cross off fu ion from the list and then proceed to whatcver wa nex\. The only problem was thaI there did not appear to be any
, next." For a th ori t, the problem eemed to
be the proverbial nightmare: How do you get
large amount of heat, no apparent radioactivity. and no ma ive radiation? There
eemed to be no theoretical guidance of any
kind from the early experiments. At lea t if
the fuel or ash could be identified, then reasonable conjecture could be made about the
reaction mechani m. But in this case, even
the fuel and the ash had to be deduced theoretically. It wa pre'umed by many at the
time that deuterium was the fuel, and that
4He (helium-4) \ a the a h: but the proof for
this was Jacking. The argument that it wa
nuclear came from the r ported observation
of low level of neurron and tritium.
It wa exceedingly troubling later on when
the new came that the initial neutron measurements at the Univer ity of tah were
shown to be incorrecl.
Upon returning to MIT, 1 altempted
(naively and simplisti ally) to determine m thodically what assumptions had been made that
led t the comradiction. If
the effcct i assumed to
be real, if the reaction is
fu ion, if Coulomb slaw
holds, if quantum mechanics is right. and if
Fermi's Golden Rule
works [Fermi' Golden
Rule i the most general
way that physici ts calculate reaction rate. -Ed.],
then it follow. that there
will be no effect of the
sort de cribed by Pons and Flei chmann. t
the time, there eemed to be no eriou alternative to the fu. i n explanalion, and I believed in both oulomb repu! ion and quantum me hanic .
Of the various a umption. it eemcd that
Fermi' Golden Rule might be the weak link.
Tran ition between degenerate tate can
behave differently, and it seemed at the timc
that the consequence of this might lead
omewhere. In order for the approach to
work, the reaction' would have to be rever ible. For deuterium-deuterium (d-d) fuion the neutron and tritium branChes led to
fast incoh rent de ay channel , and could
never go in thi fashion. The much weaker
4He decay path might go this route, I
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Iy skeptical as umption that th re was anything to the claims at alI.I think that lhat
time la ted nly about a week. At thi late
date. there are not many who will confess to
having speculated about a po sible me hani m for "cold fusion" during that week.
My colleague h~,d apparently been in
communication directly with Flei chmann
for several weeks prior \0 the announcemem.
A number of thing seemed clear 3t that
time: (1) Flei chmano wa , prior to lhe announcement. apparently well-re pected and
o wa Pon, though he wa les famous; (2)
The con ensu wa that a 10 er ent heat
excess was measurable, and that Fleishmann and Pan were probably capable of
making such a measurement; and (3) The effe t, whatever it might be, was certainly not
fu ion. There seemed to be nothing whatsoever to be gained in thi by fraud, deceit, or
lying; the group probably had the time, the
wherewithal, and the experti e to do the
mea. urement. Consequently the only real
que tion appeared to be: was Martin Fleischmann, in fact sane?
From conversations with him, my colleagues seemed to think that he ,ounded
ane; the action of the niversity of Utah
group during the following days and we ks
eemed to be can istent with those of a table, yet very human, Martin Fleischmann.
The picture that eemed to emerge was that
f ome ompetent e! clrochemists who had
stumbled a ro s a new effect, one that they
did not understand, but one that they were
rea onably sure wa real. An explanation
that it might be fusion, coming from eleetrochemi ts, was not taken to be a nece ary
pan of the package.
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Professor Pew' Hagelsleil/. newly relumed to MIT trom
Lawrence Livermore Naliol/al Laboratory in 1986. (Courlesy, MIT New Office)
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A number of prominenL theorists had speculated Lhat there might exi;'L a heavy negatively-charged particle that could carry a proLan or deul r n. effectively producing a n utraJ "partiel " that could enter a positively
charged nucleu . I did nOt believe that uch
particle existed on earth- pr ferentially in
heavy water/palladiulll electrolysi experinlents. Consequently, the onJy serious possibility . eemed La be ome kind of novel exotic reactions i.nvolving neutron that would be
transferred aL a di. tance.
H a reaction i to involve a neutron tran fer with a nudeu., it immediately becomes
problematic as to where the neutron would
come From. Th re seem to be no obvious
ource of real neutron. associated with the
experiments; even if there w re, real neutrons would lead to all kinds of nuclear emi sions and activation of maLeriaJs, effects not
consi telll with the experimemal reports.
But iL seemed that it might be pos ible to
arrange for reactions with virtual neutrons,
which are aClllally real neutron thal occupy
(a small fraction of Ih time laleS Lhat th y
do not have enough energy to be in; this may
or may not make much ense, bUl quantum
mechanics is filled with paradoxe of thi
SOrt. Al first, I was not particular wh re the
virtual neutron would come from, and I
chose (in Lhe absence of any compelling [eason) to get my virtual neutron, from the
weak interaction-mediated capt-ure of electrons on hydrogen or deuterium LAn electron
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idea from friends and colleagues, and
numerous questions continued LO arise,
mostly having to do with the big piclUre
of how veryLhing might wOI'k out in
this scenario, and whaL the implications
would be. I wrote up the new ideas in
"reaJ time," and enL Lhem al'o to Physical Review LeIters-again, lil'rgely with
th bope of making a record that 1 had
generated the ideas in qu Slion.
My activities generated con iderable
interest. and there were Illany requests
for me to give a eminar on my ideas.
This seemed to be reasonable, and a
date and Lime were selected. J in isted
that no pres, be presen4 this w ov rruled by the then MIT Pre lldent Paul
Gray's office, which required that three
people from the IT ew OfFice be in
ullend'Ulce. I had no say in Lnc maner.
other than the option to cancel. Given
the amount of allemion that Llli episode
was drawing, a cancellation was unifomlly advised against.
I was urpri 'ed at th respon e of the
scientific community at MIT and elsewhere t my effor! . lr waS extremely
negative. highly critical, billel' and personal. Colleague whom I had judged to
be my Friends, now avoid d me in the
hallways. as if somethinl1 very heavy
wa aboLlt to Fall on me. My slUdents
wondered how many days it would be
before I would be ired from MIT which
was very relevant since I did nol. have Lenure
at the time. (l was not fired.) My paper' were
rejected; allempts to respond to the referee
brought back a response LhaL di. couraged
any urther discourse.
I was strongly criticiz d for 0 many
"'in... that T auld not keep counl. For doing
science by press conference. For publishing
in what came to be known a the "Wall
treet Joul"ll(ll of Physics" (How does one
manage to keep the press from quoting
thing. that have been aid or written?). For
thinking lhal there might b someLhing lO Lhe
Pons Fleischmann experiments. For aiding
and abetting ongoing "fraud,''' For allempLing
to impede efforts to completely di, redil the
field of "cold fusion," and, worst of all, for
bringing shame 10 MIT.
This hUrl deeply.
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Theoretical iterations

I pursued a theory For reversible Fusion reaction - in a lattice for nearly six month. It
was clear early on that Lhe model had evere
problems. in spiLe of Lhe potential ad antages
that had been initially allractive. A' wa'
clear initially. there were tw basic difficulties: (I) how to overcome the Coulomb barrier, and l2) how to couple th energy to the
lattice. I. was not able to tind any satisfacLory
solution to Ihe firsL problem, and ulLimately
concludcd Lhat the rcactions. whatever Ihey
might be. could not be Fusion reactions.
The only way to get around the problem of
the oulomb barri r. assuming optimistically
IhaL any way actually exists. is Lo work with
reaclions involving a charge-neutral :ystem.

lite eleen-Oil cloud combines with a pro/Oil in lire nue/ell 10 fo,-m {/ lieu/rOil. Ed.].

ji-Olll

The resulting model. does get around the
Coulomb barrier, bUl at a terrible price. I

worked on this model for about a year, and
struggled trying to find olutions to th many
'evere difficultie associated with it. The
weak interaction is tTuly weak. Virtual neutrons do not go very far. And the energ of
the reaction :till needed to be Iran 'ferred
omehow to the lattice.
Although Jean idered the model to represent a big step forward, since it was one of
Lhe first t be onsidered lhaL offered a way
around the Coulomb barrier, it was generally
not recognized as such by my colleagues. As
.I became increa ingly unhappy with the
m del J sp nt time thinking aboul what
could be done to fix Lhings. At some poinl it
ccurred L me Ihal if a neutron could be
tran ferred ontO a nuclcu . that it hould al 0
be able to be Iransferred off of a nucleus; this
could be a source of virtual neutron. Adopting this type of model avoided the weak interaction altogether; it made the problem
much impler. in principle. Thu was born
the notion of the neutron transfer reaction, at
lea t Lhe kind that 1 will discuss i.n this work.
which dates back lO December 1990.
This new model seemed to be simplicity
it 'elf. A propo 'ed, neUlrons would b tran 'ferred from nLlcleus LO nucleus. with the excess cnergy going into the lattice of metal
atoms-such as palladium alom . There
were now only two fundamental basic
physics problem [0 deal WiLh: I) how does
a vi rtual nellLron that normally goes only a
Fermi or lWO II femli = 10- 15 meters] away
fTom its point of origin, find it way to another nucl us that can be ng trom II
Angstrom = I -10 meterJ away: and (2) how
does an M V (million electron VOll) of nu-
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continuum states is significant. what
happen i that the coupling i, not pecific; vast number of continuum states
are coupled. and U1cse interfere de truclively. If il weren't for thi" de trucliv
interference, there would be no problem
with a virtual neutron travelling over
I ng di ranee.
So it seemed Ihat the key to transporting a viltual neutron away from it point
of origin re ided in breaking the destructive interference. To test Ihis. I considered the behavior of virtual neutrons in a
crystal lattice in which the neutron
Bragg scatter. ] found that the ba ic
principl was ound. and that the Bragg
scattering ruins the near-perfect de tructi ve interference for those continuum
tates that are I' 'onant wilh the cry tal
planes; these continuum states give rise
to a long range lajl that extends micron
(mnlionlhs of a meter, a relatively large
distance compared to [h . ize of Ihe r1l1c1eu ) away from where the virtual neutron i born. nl' rlunately the verall
of
effect i quite maJl-to mall to be observed.
In principle. the approach could work.
But how to make it into a . tronger effect? Bragg scattering is about the trong I
effect seen by a neutron in a cry 'tal, and the
only interactions that are stronger are resonant effects. For example, neutron states occur in some nuclei that are nearly resonant
\ ith the ree neutron energy. When a free
n utron interact with such a nucleus. Ih relilting scattering or ab orption cross ection that are produced can be cnhrulced by
many orders of magnitude over the cro section for olher nucl i. For example,
boron and cadmium are trong absorbers of
Ulermal neutrons due to the presence of neru'
resonant States.
But what re onant proce e could possibly occur in the case of virtual neutron?
Finding resonance eemed to be hopeles ,
ince the nuclear energy level ar not accurately known in the required energy ranges.
An examination 0 the density of nuclear
levels indicated that the pacing between the
level were sufficiently great that il would
essentially be a miracl should one occur
with the precision required to do the job. 1
generally do not believe in miracles. Even if
a resonance existed, the Late would have to
be long-lived. and have a reasonably con-ect
total angular momentum appropriate for the
combination of the n utron and the acceptor
nucleus: the odds seemed to be too long. II
had to be omething cis . if not, th nonce
again the whole approach was doomed.
It occurred to me Ihat a ho. t of perfectly
resonant levels could be arranged for rather
easily. jf one considered other nuclei il] the
lattice lhal would produce a nudeu. equivalent to one where th virlual neutron tarted.
Consid I' a lattice containing two neighboring i.-otope of the am
lement (X), perhap. AX and A+I X (where A i orne atom·
ic mass number~; a virtual neutron originating from an A+ X nucleu. leave behind an
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gy and m mentum transfer with a lallice during a neutron lransfer reaction. Qut of this
anaJysi came the dominant recoil ioteraction
thaI I knew could not do what wa needed.
At second order, there was a mll h weaker
effect that came abollt from changes in th
ba ic rruclur of the lattice during a neutron
transfer. Thi effect wa: apparent!.y wellknown to the chemi t • in whose field it generally wa very important. Thi effect,
known to chemi l a ule Duschinsky effe t.
was found to be highly ineffective at creating
or destroying phonons. Lnstead, it was capable of mediating exchange energy through
frequency-shifting the phonon modes themselves.
Whal made this intere ti.ng was that if a
large number f phonon were initially pre'ent in a phonon mode, then if the phonon
mode energy change , energy trans 'er ccur. For example, if 10 phonons change
their energy ea h by a tiny amounl perhaps
10-3 eV ~electron volt). the net energy transf I' is 10 cV. Now this was an effect tbat
wa capable of doing whal wa needed. at
lea t in principle.
[n discussions with my friends and colleagues, i.L seemed clear thai u1is mechani 111
for energy n'an fer wa fundam ntally sound,
at lea t in principle. Ithough the effect ha
never been demon trated explicitly, the consensu wa thaI sucb an effect should exisl.
In the following 'ections. this effect will be
furU1er discussed and il will be found ljlat
neutron emission and some of tile other
anomalie could be explained by rhi effect.
For neutron transfer reactions to work,
there remain the problem of how virtual
neutron. can find th ir way [0 di rant neighboring nuclei, given that they normally do
not go far from the parent nucleus at all. Allhough the coupling of bound n utron, to
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clear en rgy rind it way benignly int the
lattice during a reaction. These two problems
had been de med completely impossible to
solve by n10 t phy icists with whom T poke.
I was encouraged not to bOlher even trying to
solve them.
1 speculated initially that the energy transfer might occur through various recoil and
lattice modifi ation effe I noting that highly excited phonon-high-frequency vibration-mode were more likely to be able to
tJan fer energy than a thermal lattice. 1l1e
transfer of a virtual neutron over a macroscopic distance was to be accomplished by
u ing a postulated coherence effect that
would make the Bragg neutron waves be
pecial relative to the rest. which 1 tbought
would go a long way toward giving ri e t
a long-range interaction. Analysi proved
both of the e peculations to be incorrecl.
From my point of view, the IiI' t real br ak
in the pr blem came when r found a mechani m that appeared t be capable of mediating the energy transfer belween nucleons and
a lattice.
The ba ic problem is Lhat the variou nuclei in the lattice ru'e relatively weakly coupled; puLling or pushing on a single nucleus
in the lattice is nOI particularly effective in
generating new vibrational excitation in
neighboring nuclei. al lea I at the levels thm
would be required for lhe lattice to accept a
nuclear quru1tum of energy. Simply stated. it
eemed that add.ing an eV of new energy at
a single site would largely do nothing other
than accelerate the nucleus at that site to an
MeV, which would nOI be productive in light
of the requirements of the th.eory to have no
observable massive radiation. If this pI' blem
could not be solved. then the whole approa h
was doomed.
r analyzed. in-depth, the problem of ener-

m

or Peter Hogelslein explains his theory of "coherent fusion reactions" fO an audience
MIT sciemisfs 011 April 14. 1989. (MIT PholO by Donna Coveney)
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The first "mir:lcle"
I remember early on :m argument given us
10 why it was obvious that the "cold fusion"
experimental claims were erroneous. [t was
~aid that it would take a "miracle" in order
for fusion 10 occur III all in an e1cclrochemical experimenl. Miracles arc exceedingly
mre. :Iceording to the argument. but they do
occH.~ionuJly occnr. Then it was said that lhe
presence of hcat wilh no neulrons would require a second miracle. The occurrence of
one miracle was perhaps a possibility, according to this argument, but two exceedingly mre mirudes could not happen simultaneously. This proved, so it was said [And is
still being said.~Ed.]. that there could be no
such effecl.
Now as I have said. I generally do not belicve in miracles. But when asked 10 prepare
a manuscript describing my explanation for
Ihe "cold fusion" anomalies. it occurred 10
me thaI at least three mimcles were needed
for it 10 work, maybe more. I suppose thaI
according to the argument given abolle, J
have excecded my allowance of miraclcs.
Then il would follow that the effects Ihal
mighl follow do not exist. [Unfortunately,
this line of reasoning i:lppcars 10 stand scicnce on its head-making experimental evidence a slave to rigid theoretical reasoning.-Ed.]
TIle first "miracle" is lhe "miracle" of the
optical phonon laser. Acoustical phonon
lasers-lasers thul work :II lhe usual frequencies of sound and thM project sound, nOl

es

m

vork.
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the field, and this is the same as suying lhm
absorption occurs.
After this classical discussion of absorption, it must seem that the only way to
arrange for energy 10 go back inlO the field.
is to arrange for atoms 10 be penurbedbanged in\o-in such a way thatlhc sloshing
motion is increased. on average, from what
is induced by the field. Surely lhis will cause
thc mom to add energy to lhe field on average. bUl this is not how most lasers work (it
would be possible perhaps to arguc lhm lhc
way that so·called Raman lasers work is a
little bit like this).
The quantum mechanical analysis is good
fun. and lelld.~ to equations lhat pennit a CI:ISsical interpretation lhat is prelly much the
same as that given above in Ihe case where
the atom sturts in lhe ground (low-energy)
stale. 111e sloshing mOl ion comes aboul due
10 the mixing of the ground state with a
sm311 llmounl of Ihe excited (higher-energy)
state; in the end. a video clip of the resulting
quantum mechanical churge density would
likely show the electron cloud of an Ulom
sloshing lIery much like lhe classical analog
discussed above. Collisions or olher processes thaI internlpt this motion lead to absorption.
which is accurately predicled by quantum mechanics.
So far. there seems to
be no mystery, and it is
not obvious thaI these arguments would ever lead
to the amplification of
light. The magic, as it
were. comes about when
the alom stans out in the
excited Slate. and Ihe dynamical electric field
again induces sloshing through mixing with
the lower state. In this case. the increase in
sloshing corresponds 10 a lowering of the
atom's energy. as the probability that the
ulorn is in the lower slate increases. Energy
from the alom is now transferred to the radiation field.
Although there are an enomlOUS number
of other technical issues, this argumenl does
gel to the heart of the matter. al least from
the viewpoint of the mom. An amplifier simply conlains more atoms (or molecules, or
ions. or electrons. or whatever) in the upper
state than in Ihe lower stale (modified by
some statistical factors lhal we shall ignore
here). The electric field induces transitions;
those in the lower state ure millcd with the
upper state~taking energy out of the radialion field. while those in thc upper Stale are
mixed wilh Ihe lowcr slute-puuing energy
into the radimion field. One of the tricks to
making a laser amplifier then is to provide a
pumping mechanism lhut creates many upper
Slate atoms. and hope that few lower slate
atoms are gcnenned. or thaI those prescnt are
rapidly destroyed.
From lhe poinl of vicw of the radiation
field. lhe encrgy coupled from the exciled
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Some say that this heat can be
explained easily by elementary
chemical reactions, phase
changes, or battery-like storage
effects. I have trouble with
these explwwtions . . .

gy

large
e nuneuIcrall

light~have becn demonmated. bUI as far as
I know, no one has ever demonstratcd optical
phonon la.~ing ~rnueh higher frequency
phonons. I consider this first, since 10 tmnsfer a large amount of energy from lhe lattice
of metal atoms a very large number of
phonons musl be presenl in a single modea single frequency. To make this happen. a
phonon laser or its equivalenl is required.
To make Ihis clear. we nced to consider
what it is that makes a laser be a laser. lmd
then discuss how thesc idcas c3rry ovcr to
the phonon analog of lhe laser. The word
"laser" brings to mind the idea of a small
box out of which comes a penCil-lhin red
beam of light; for others. the word "Iaser"
brings to mind high-power weapons in science fiction movies that, when aimed properly, make Imperial Slar Fighters explode.
Although there are many kinds of lasers.
all of Ihese thai might properly be called
luscrs coniain an amplifier capable of amplifying light. Light that is tuned to the correct
frequency at which :Hnplific:Uion occurs will
increase in strength upon jJ.'lssing through the
amplifier. That light can be <lmplified W<lS
not apprecillted until the 1950s. To this day,
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AX nucleus. and will p'roduce anOlher identical (and resonant) A+ IX if caplured by any
of the olher AX nuclei in the latlice.
There arc more than [00 pairs of stable
nuclear isotopes of lhis type thai occur in nature. or so I have found. Perhaps by chance,
lhe materials used in lhe e;.;;perimellls seemed
to involve clements Ihut included such p3irs.
1l would be fitting to be able 10 complete
this section by saying Ihul rcsonalll scattering
of virtual neutrons succeeds in delocalizing
them sufficienlly (moving Ihem far enough
away from lhe nucleus of origin) to account
for heat production. With the llid of an able
young collaborator. a theory for this process
has been developed. It is in many ways similar 10 Iheories used to describe electronic
band mixing in semiconductors [Mathematically and physically similar.~Ed.]. This
model is currently being analyzed. and although it looks very promising. we do not
know for sure at this point whether the model can indeed do the job. I am oplimistic. At
this point, I would be surprised if the results
of lhe calculalions do not provide an ellcellent description of heat-producing relict ions
in "cold fusion" experimenls.
It is, of course. up to the experimenlalists
to verify whether the neutron transfer model
docs aCCOUnl for the effects reported. There
are numerous predictions thaI arc made by
the model, and in time. lhese predictions will
hopefully be tested. I believe that some of
lhese are beginning to emerge in lhe ellperimental evidence.
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the technological implications of this effect
have not been fully exploited.
How light is amplified in a laser is quile
interesting, because the effecl is in some
sense a quantum mechanical effect lhal
doesn'( show up in classical physics. A simple classical model for absorption holds thaI
an atom (or molecule) responds to the force
of lhe dynamic31 electric field much like :I
ball on a spring. The electromagnelic field in
3 wave or in a laser cavity oscillatcs sinusoidally (goes up and down) in the vicinity
of all individual atom: it is usually a good
approximation to take the field to be unifonn
011 the atomic scale. The field pushes and
pulls. the atom responds, the charge distribution "sloshe.s" up and down (or bad: and
forth, depending on one's poinl of view), and
light is scattered.
If the charge distribution of the atom is
iniliully at rest, lhen in the classical calculation, thc atom cxtracts cnergy from thc lield
to fuel the sloshing motion. If ,mOlher alom
bangs into the driven (and sloshing) atom,
then the sloshing is dislnrbcd. and more energy from Ihe field must be put in to gel the
sloshing going again. Any process that robs
the atom of its sloshing-encrgy leads. on average, to a commensur".!le loss of energy in
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aToms inTo thc radiation field will go inphase to add to the fields presenT that caused
the atomic transitions. This is an electromagnetic analog of The proverb: "The rich get
richer." Energy is added preferentially to resonant fields That have the most energy already. The field that stimulates the transition
gets the energy.
There are sTrong random fields present,
due to quanTum mechanical vacuum Ouctuations. These fields can STimulate transitions
and carry off the energy from excited states
(this is Ouorescence), which works against
making a laser beam brighter. The ideal situation for making a good laser is to arrange
for the field of the laser beam to be stronger
Than the random fields associated with the
vacuum fluctuations. In this limit, it is possible to extract the energy in the excited atoms
efficiently, so that the energy is not dissipated in random directions.
These basic ideas also apply to the phonon
laser. In a solid. sound waves are made up of
vibrations between atoms that propagate as
waves. It is possible for the sound waves to
participate in atomic and molecular transitions. If a solid can be found in which there
are more excited state atoms (or molecules)
than lower state atoms (or molecules), and if
the coupling with the phonons is strong (and
if a host of other technical conditions that are
of lillIe interest here are also satisfied), then
energy transfer to the sound waves becomes
possible.
That sound waves can be amplified in the
same sense that light can be amplified (as
discussed above), has been recognized for
more than 30 years. Although phonon lasers
have been demonstrated, they have so far

been of academic interest only, largely
because no one has figured out anything
particularly useful to do with them. While
many groups throughout the world spend
quite a bit of time and effort studying lasers
and their applications. [ have not yet found a
group anywhere similarly devoted to the
study of phonon lasers.
We know that optical phonon lasers can
be made. at least in principle. However. how
to make them is still poorly understood. Although phonons are certainly capable of
stimulating electronic transitions in atoms. or
in electron or hole bands, it is nOl obvious
that these mechanisms can be operative in
the "cold fusion" experiments produced to
date. There must be some other mechanism
at work in optical phonon lasing.
In searching for a "new" mechanism to
drive a phonon laser in these experiments, I
took the approach that an accountant might
take. if the accountant were a physicist. To
drive a laser. power must be supplied to the
light amplifier. and much of the engineering
work in designing and building a laser goes
toward arranging for sufficient power to get
to the amplifier. In an efficient laser, much
of the power supplied from the wall plug ultimately goes to create upper state atoms or
molecules. If a phonon lascr existed in the
"cold fusion" experiments. surely the way to
find the pump mechanism (if any such actu~
ally exists) is to track where the input energy
g""'.
For example, in an electrochemical cell of
the sort used in ··cold fusion" experiments,
the power supplied to the cell primarily ends
up resistively heating thc electrolyte, and
breaking apan water to make hydrogen and
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We require more excited states to be prescnt than lower Slales. In this case. the atom·
ic (single atom) hydrogen at and near the
surface is the excited state, and the hydrogen
molecule (double atom) is the lower state. To
an excellent approximation. there are no hydrogen molecules at the surface: in desorption, the molecules form several Angstroms
(scveral atomic diameters) away from the
surface. and molecules coming in break apan
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oxygen. The reactions that are involved in
breaking up water heat the cathode (e.g. the
palladium where hydrogen gas evolves) and
cool the anode (e.g. the platinum, where oxygen evolves). The resistive heating of the
electrolyte is unlikely to produce a phonon
laser. but exothermic (energy-releasing) gas
formation at the cathode surface seems to be
far more promising.
A bit of detective work revealed that the
theory for a related part of the problem,
specifically gas release (desorption) from a
metal surface, had been developed; the basic
equations describing energy transfer between
the lattice and gas are closely related to the
laser equations. That this is so does not appear to have been of interest to others developing the quantum mechanical models for
desorption. For our purposes, it seemed that
a very happy coincidence occurred: following the Oow of energy seems to have uncovered a possible clue.
Let's consider how this might work. We
require reactions that are stimulated by the
vibrations associated with optical phonons:
in the case of the formation of molecular hydrogen, the vibralional action of the phonons
can help both to bring two hydrogen atoms
together, and to push them away from the
surface. There is really no question that the
optical phonons are capable of stimulating
molecular hydrogen desorption. So far so
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At some point it occurred to
that if a neutron could be
transferred onto a nucleus, that
it should also be able to be
transferred off of a nucleus; this
could be a source of virtlwl
neutrons.

The second "miracle"
Ah yes. the second "miracle." 111is is the
"miracle" of anomalous energy transfer between phonons and everything clse. including electrons. utoms. and nuclei. This is the
"miracle" that can give rise to "cold fusion"
neutrons-also fast electrons. alphas (helium
nuclei), betas (electrons), and gammas. It Can
:lIsa, :11 leasr rhenreliOllty. ill/lute rr;msmlll~_
tions (lhe lalter are actually implied by the
previous liS!. but we are gelling ahead of the
story),
There are two ways in which vibrational
energy can be transferred from a metal 1:11tice to whcrevcr it is going to go: cither lattice phonolls can be destroyed (fewer
phonons mcans less energy in the lattice), or
thc frequency of the phonons presem can on
avcrage be lowcred (frequcncy being related
to energy by Planck's constant means that if
the frequency is lowered. lhe energy is lowered). These routes for vibrational cnergy
trnnsfer have been recognized for at ICast 60
years.
MOSI physicists will be quick to poi11l OUI
th;]t it is hard to cre;]te or destroy a very large
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molecular hydrogen states. At modest loading. the situation is reversed. This is important. since if more lower state hydrogen than
upper state hydrogen is present. then there
will be no amplification of sound waves near
the surface. h is only when the desorption is
exothcrmic (that is. when the hydrogen in the
metal are in states of higher energy than the
free molecular hydrogen States). that optical
phonon gain.•md the associated effects, discussed below. can be present.
This effel'l is lim;le(1 neil her ro Jl~IIrt(I;lIm.
nor even to hydrogen desorption. Hydrogen
desorption in many Inetuls is exothermic at
high concentration; of course. metal hydrides
in which the hydrogen lowers its energy
greatly through molecular hydrogen formation will also be melals with low hydrogcn
soluhility. The exothemlic desorplion of other atoms or molecules from metal surf:tccs
should also be able to produce phonon
gain-amplificalion. at leaSt in principle. as
long as the desorbed product is unstable on
the surface. Any exothennic surface chemical reaction. in which the reaction product
states arc unstable at the surface. should be
able to produce phonon gain.
l11e effect is not even limited to chemical
reactions. or to surfaces. It is well-known
64
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number of phonons. For example, phonon
energies are measured typically in unilS of
tens of meV (milli-electTOn volts, Ihousandths of an e1CCtron voll), Nuclear energies
are a billion times larger-measured typical·
Iy in units of MeV-million electron volts(there are of course exceptions, but these are
nOi important here). A very large number of
phOllons must either be created or de:nroyed
to put togcthcr enough vibrational energy to
make even one nuclear energy quanta. This
is very unlikely. and most physicists would
bet against it. Even [ would bet against it (I
am sometimes optimistic. In this case I personally spent some months lrying every
route I could think of 10 find a way to make
it work).
On the other hand. if thcre are a large
number of phonons prescnt in a vibrational
mode, and if the frequency of thm vibrational
mode is lowcred. Ihen Ihc energy is reduced
by the product of the number of phol1ons and
the corresponding energy shifl. Whatever
mechanism that causes the vibrational mode
to change frequcncy must makc up Ihe energy difference. either by giving or taking energy from the lattice. If the energy transfer is
large. the results of this energy exchange can
be miller interesting. This one works, as far
as l'm concerned.
But if all of this is so. then why is the en·
ergy transfer "anomalous?" Why docs this
rather obvious effcct deserve to be described
as a "mimcleT' In my view, this is because
even though it hllS becn staring at all of us in
the basic equlItions for years, no otle has ever
seen lilly significant amount of energy be
transfcrred from vibrational modes of a solid
before. in studies done to date. In molecular
physics, energy transfcr through vibrational
mode frequency shifts is studied routinely,
both theoretically and experimentally. but
the energy transfer is always quite modest
(this is because individual molecules are relatively small. and C;UlllOl hold anywhere near
.1S much energy as a lalliee).
The cnomlOUS number of phonons that can
be put into a single mode by a phonon ;unpli.
fier. as we have described llbove. is the key
to this. I have found no studies done so far in
which ,myone has seriously considcred the
consequences of energy transfer in the presence of the huge phonon populations in·
cvilahly genera red hy a phonon amplifier.
Anomalous? Hardly. ·'Miraculous?" I think
not. Unfamiliar? Well. maybe.
II might reasonably be asked how it Can be
arranged for a vibrational mode to change its
frequency, The simplest example arises in
the case of impurity phonon modes. For example. a hydrogen atom embedded in a
met;]lIic lattice will generally oscillate at a
higher frequency than the metal atoms.
There will be three localized vibrational
modes associated with the hydrogen: if Ihe
local potenlial were spherical. the three
modes of oscill;]tion would correspond to
motion along the three axes. If a second hydrogen atom is added at an cquivalent site.
then three more vibrational modes will occur: in gencral. there will be 3NH vibmtional

m

Ihat energy Can be coupled from lighl into vibrational motion; monochromalie light. such
as thaI produced by lasers, is capable of
stimulaling phonon production with "Raman" phonon gain present. That this was true
was strongly emphasized to me recently by
some of my friends after I gave a seminar at
a physics institute in Moscow.
So this is thc first "miracle," which after
this discussion perhaps might not seem like
very much of a miracle. PhonOn gain can
produce very large numbers of phonons in a
mode. because exOthenllic reactions stimulaled by resonant phonons present will transfer energy preferentially to increase the number of phonons present. Or more simply put.
the rich gel richer: phonons go to those res0nant modes that already have Ihe most
phonons.
Many of the "cold fusion" experiments
work in a regime where exothennic desorp~
lion occurs (a~ was noted a year and a half
ago al the Nagoya Third International Conference on Cold Fusion by Y. Fukai). TIlat
this implies the possible presence of phonon
gain is the theoretical proposal. II remains to be
demonstrated that such
me
gain is actually present. If
Ihe field of phonon lasers
weren·t such a backwater.
the scientific community
would likely applaud an
experimental demonstration of optical phonon
gain. As things stand at
the moment. such a
demonstration will most
likely be ignored, since
no one has figured out
anything practical to do
with an optical phonon
laser. [So it goes for small "mirncles:" they
are the poor children of science.-Ed. [

Ti

several Angstroms away from Ihe surface.
Thcre exists a e1as... of molecular lasers thai
operate using a variely of rather strange dialomic molecules thal have the propeny thai
they are bound as long as they are excited in
the upper Slale: when they dccay to the unstable lower state, the molecule breaks up as
the atoms push each other away. Having the
molecule in the ground state break apan constitutes an excellent strategy for arranging
for there to be more upper state molecules
than lower state molecules. The ejection of
molecular hydrogen from a metal surface is
analogous to the breaking apan of the lower
Slate of these strange diatomic molecules. In
both cases the lower state is unslable.
Now, for a state to qualify as being the
"excited" state. it must occur at a higher en~
ergy than the "Iower"' state. In PdH (palladium hydride) and PdD (palladium deuteride).
this requirement can create a problem. since
the relative energy of the IWO states change
place. For eXllmple, at very high hydrogen
loading, the hydrogen atoms in the melal are
in states Ihal are at a higher cnergy than thc
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MeV, then electron recoil i premodes for H hydr gen impuriIsotope
Neutron Binding
Isotope
Neutron Binding
Isotope
Neutron Binding
Energy (MeV)
Energy (MeV)
Energy (MeV)
ties. If D deuterium atoms are
dicted. Fast electrons are easier
117S
2H
130Xe
2.2244
n
6.9453
9.2555
added to the metal lauice, then
t detect, if you know Ihat you
118Sn
111Cd
3H
6.2570
6.9752
9.3263
119Sn
112cd
1'%n
6.4870
7.5402
9.3980
are looking for them. At higher
there would occur 3 D vibra113Cd
124Te
9.4204
6.5420
8.4740
energies 'till, proce e involving
tional m de' at a lower frequen125Te
~~Cd 9.0431
l'%n
6.5718
9.5629
120Sn
129Xe
30Si
6.9081
9.1055
10.6099
cy than the hydrogen vibrational
the nucleus itself should occur. If
123Te
126re
4He
6.9379
9.1139
20.5817
enough energy is upplied to drimodes.
Table I. Binding energies of neutrons of slOhle nuclei (and tritillm)
If a neuLTon i added to a hyv beta-decay r acti n backfor isotopes t/tll/ \Viii ill/eracr //lore strongl in neutron trall.'ifer reoctions
wards with eXIra to spare in ordrogen nucleus, making it into a
'thot will hm'l! configuration mixing with StOllle parents
d uterium nucleus, then the vider to cau e the nucleu to recoil
and s-wal'e cominullm l/ellfrOIl orbital J.
brational mode structure must
ufficiently 10 pr duce a vacanc
then lement tran mutation
change to corre p nd to the new
di tribution f hydr gen and deuterium im- opti al band t th vacancy impurity band. If
hould occur. rYe. modern-day "alchepurities. Three of the hydrogen vibrational
the e phonon modes were very h-ighly excit- my:'-Ed.1 The lowe t energy decay of thi
mod", at high frequency must jump down to ed, then a significant amount of cnergy translype i ele tron-capture of 105pd to produ e
join the deut rium vibrational mode. Lf the
105Rh' requiring almo t 2 MeV to make the
fer would occur, and Ihe energy would be
reaction go as a lauice-indu ed proce . (An
hydrogen impurity level i very low. then
available for th reaction that cau' d the vaeach of the vibrational mode \ ill be local- cancy to be produced in the first place.
electron from the electron cloud i captured
y a proton in lhe nucleu , creating a neuized around the hydrogen atom, and the tlU1~e
If. among the lattic cell containing ho I
vibrational m de' that jump from one vibra- al III vacancie . there were variation in the tron-thi i electron-<:aplure.) One nice feational band to another ill al 0 be localized: number of light atom present, then a plit- ture of the e reactions i that the new isothis case i not so imponam since Iinle ener- ting of the impurity vibrational mode struc- tope produced are radi active with relativegy may be transferred, but it i ea y to vi u- ture would occur. Some cell might have ly hort half-live. (h ur t year), and are
alize. At higher impurity level , the I cal eighl light inte titial and ome mighl have
hence relatively easy to detect in low quantimode "talk" to each other, and mix to form
ties. These reaction can be accompanied by
'even; th frequ ncies 0 lhe impurity bands
complicated vibrational mode that rna ex- corre ponding to these cells would likely be "prompt" gamma emission due to the formation of un table excited 'tate, and detend over a very large number of atoms. different c II with seven inter titial would
layed gamma em' ion re ulting from the beAdding a neuLT n t a h drogen in thi case have an even ofter p t mial than cells with
i much more interesting, becau e when the eight). The re ulting vibrational band struc- ta decays of (he un table specie . (There exthree vibrational modes jump to the lower vilure would allow energy Iransfer from the isIs solid evidence I/OII' Ihol Ihese IrOI1Smlllabrational band, the complicated mode truclallice to be indu ed by inter.litial vacancy lions have been obsen'ed in sew:ral cold future must rearrange it elf to a commodate production. Thi i very important in ex- sioll experimel/ls.-Ed.]
Ihe new vibrational mode tructure. The viAt still higher energies, the nucleus itself
plaining neutron produ tion, a we shall see.
brational modes in this case are no longer lomentioned
o what would one expect to see if aU of witl begin to blow apart.
calized. and they may contain a very large thi were actually lru ? II would urely be in- above, alpha decay require on Ihe order of 5
excitation with a corresp ndingly large enerMeV, and proton decay and neutron decay
t r sting.
cuts in near 10 MeV. Binary fi ion channel
gy ransfer.
We first consider processe that would
The net result of this process in the case of change the number of ho t lattice vacanci . involving more highly harged daughter nua neutron capture. a d
ribed ab ve, i' a For example. the lattice might induce alpha- d i continue to pen up at up 10 50 eV
hift in Ihe capture gamma line-the fredecay in Ihe nu leu' f a metal atom. Jpha where the Pd nll I u· can pi it in half.
quency of tbe emitted gamma ray-to signif- decay i akin to a nucleus exploding-a part Ternary fis. ion and more violent higher order decays persist at even higher lanice enericantly higher energy. Su h an effect ha
goe off in one direction, a pan goe off in
never been observed, but it would be quite another direction. At the end of all of this, gy transfer.
an interesting thing to ee, becau e there are
Lattice-induced reaclion involving imerthe nucleus that has split is no longer intact
titial nuclei are aI 0 po sible if the lattice is
not very many way to produce lUnable gamwhere it initially was, and a va ancy is proma line radiation.
duced. Thi i one pos ible lallice-induced h-ighly, but incompletel . loaded. For examIt is conje lUr d lilat in metal hydrides, the
reaclion, and it is calculated to be a dominam ple, in PdD wh re a mode t concentration f
producti n of vacancie can re ult in an im- proce in PdD when the lauice energy tran both Pd and D vacan ie' occur. the creation
purity mode ·tructure. Typically, in metal
of D vacancie can cause vibrational modes
fer i on the order of 5 MeV.
hydride, the peclrum of vibrational mode
to jump acro - band gap a discu sed above.
In the calculation done 0 far on these
includes low energy modes thai are produced
proce es. it has been convenient to consider The lowest energy tran rers are simple repredominantly by the vibralion of the heavy
the variou decay mode of the lanice a a coil' as in the c' e of ho I melal nuclei conidered above. However. if the interstitials
atoms of the metal. and high energy modes
function of the energy tran fer from tlle latthat result from the ibration of the hydrotice. Pre umably it i ea ier to tran fer a little are deuteron, then the recoil can lead to
gen. The low energy modes are lermed energy fTom tll lanice than it i to tran fer a neulron production at I w level through d-d
"acou tical" mode, and the high energy large amount of energy. The processes that
fu ion. Within thi' theory, thi is the route
modes are termed "opti al" modes. Often, as occur with lhe lea t amount of energy are retowards the o-called "cold fu ion" neuin PdH or PdD, the two types of modes are coil reactions in which two nuclei push off trons-2.45 MeV neutrons- (assuming that
separated by a large band gap. ear a ho t of each other. In PdD, twO Pd nuclei hould
they are in fact, real).
m tal atom vacancy, lhe potential eell by
Recoil with electron occur at a few
recoil with a little a 20 eV of energy upIII hydro en atoms is fter and th vibraK V (thou and electron volts). The onset of
plied by the latti e. uch a g Illie recoil
the ele tron recoil channel i predicted to
tional frequency of the e hydrogen atom
would be very difficult to see, unle a very
will be reduced. It is conjectured that they
sensitive experim nt were et up to monitor quench deuteron recoil as the lattice energy
may fall within the band gap between the
transfer increase. According to thi. model,
for low atom coming off of th urface in
acoustical and optical modes.
vacuum. A deuteron might recoil off of a Pd elements with more deeply bound deuterons
The existence of impurity band for vanucleus: if driven by Pd vacancy production. will be able to su win <.I higher level of neucancie would d the trick. F r example,
lhi mighl occur with a lillie
-00 eV en- tr n production. ince the neutron produclion
any physical process Ihat produ ed a new Pd ergy tran fer. Gen rally. lilll else can occur rate is strongly increa ing below the point
vacancy in PdD would cause 24 phonon
without significantly more energy Iran fer where electron recoil quenche the reaction .
For example. the barrier nergy for deuteronmode (three for each of Ihe eight neighborfrom the Ian ice.
ing deul rium atom .) to drop down fr m the
If the energy tran 'fer is more than ne h pping in Pd is about 0.25 eV, and in Ti (tiCOLD FUSION
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dence for "cold fusion" nuclear effects and
excess heat is clear enough, but linking them
unambiguously 10 the mechanism [ have proposed is another mauer.
To some dcgree. the situation is worse in
the case of the third "miracle." This is the
"miracle" of the neutrons that hop from one
nuclells to another. [n doing so, they appear
to be oblivious to the dcmands of Heisenberg
(the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle) that
they should remain localized in the very
deep potcntial wells of thcir parent nuclei. In
fact. in such hopping. lhe neutrons are always subjecl to the laws of quantum mechanics-it is only our intuition lhat might
require modification. That such an effcct exists in principle is cenain: that such an effect
is sufficiently strong to lead to heat production at the levels claimed is unknown, al-
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may be an interesting route
to the clean production of
nuclear energy, with stable
fuels and ashes, and with
very low radioactive
emissions. This is perhaps
the most exciting prospect.

lhough the argumcnts in support of this being so are strong.
Unfortunately in science, lhe fact th;ll one
jX':rson believes something to be true-based
on the experimental evidence and on thcoretical grounds-and has reasonable quantitative arguments, ultimately never seules (mything. In some cases, one's colleagues will
suggest a good night's slecp or perhaps some
aspirin: in other cascs. these colleagues will
go much funhcr and bring forth accusations
of incompetence. or worse. I propose to try
10 senle the matter by calculating (or by convincing some colleagues to calculate) in
some detail the relevanl so-caJled nuclear
matrix elements (whieh have thus f:lr only
been estimaled); this is where I think the essenlial unccrtainlY lies. BCllcr. of course.
would be to measurc hopping rates and dctcrmine the matrix elements experimentally.
As a result this '"miraclc" presently requires
some faith that unknown interaction matrix
clements indced have a sufficiently large value, and nOl some value a factor of 10 smalloc.
All right, so what is this "miracle" :111
about? If neutrons ean hop from one nucleus
to another equivalent nucleus. it would be at
best of academic interest. [f. instead. neutrollS hop to a non-equivalent nucleus. and if
lhe difference in binding energy can be
transferred to the laltice through the mechanisms described above. thcn quite an inter-
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The third "miracle"
There is really nothing that is retrospectively surprising or "miraculous" aoout the
first two "miracles" discussed above. If the
essenti:1l physics described here were presented to physicists of the late 1930s (hypothetically transponed here for a discussion), I
think thaI they would be impressed by the
optkallascr (which could have arrived in the
1930s). Yet the basic physics had been developed by the end of the 1930s. With their
background. they would be able to understand the physics thm has been discussed.
Being conservative (as physicists have always been). they would of course not believe
it to be true unlil lhey saw it dcmollstralcd
cleanly experimentally (or unless they
demonstrated it themselves), so lhat they
could be absolutely sure that it was lrue. In
this, they would be disappointed, as physicists today are, Although the idcas are
slraighlforward, there exists presently no ex·
periment. in which a metal deuteride with a
demonstrably suitable vibrational mode
structure. Wilh known loading. and with
measured levels of high vibrational excitalion. thm has yielded an unambiguous signature of any of the mechanisms discussed
above. I do not believe that such an experiment will be in hand any time soon. given
thc general level of inleresl and support
presently available. The cxperimental evi66
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esting effect would result. This type of re:lclion would generate heat from stable nuclei.
producing stable nuclei as an ash. and do so
cleanly. Consequently, neutron hopping,
combined with lanice energy transfer
through highly-excited frequency-shifting vibrational modes, mighl well be an explanation for the hem effeel in Pons-F1eischmanntype experiments.
Now why should this be considered to be
"miraculous:' Neutrons that are bound in
isolated nuclei are known to be strongly localized. They may wander a few fermis (a
few nuclear diameters) from the nucleus
through lunneling; they may also wander a
few fennis distant by coupling off-resonantly
to free-neutron states. These mechanisms are
altogether different. and sometimes confused, since the end result of their effects are
similar for isolatcd nuclei.
In order to get a neutron from
one nucleus to another in the lat·
tice. it has to be arranged for the
neutron to wander much further
than a fermi: typical atomic distances
arc
measured
in
Angstroms. instead of fermis. The
probability thm a bound neutron
can be found so far away from a
nucleus is vanishingly small in the
case of an isolated nucleus. That
lhe lauke should make any difference at all in an effect that seems
to be entirely loc:l!. is what makes
this effect seem to be ""miraculous.'"
In the case of tunneling-of a
positive charge penctrating the
Coulomb barricr, lthink that the :lrgumcnl is
sound; there can be no significant enhancement in tunncling due to the prcsence of a
lauice. BUI the second-order coupling to continuum states does not work the same way.
The coupling of bound neulrons to free states
is rather strong: the small excursion distance
lhat occurs in lhe isolaled system is due to
interference between the different free neutron Slates. TIlis interference effect is at the
hean of quantum mechanics; in the famous
"two-slit"" experiment. the presence of a second path can interfere with the first path.
Electrons and neutrons diffract from crystals
because of this interference. The interference
that oceurs between the difFerelll "paths" of
all of the free stales is a strllightforward gener:lli7.1ltion of this effect
The malhematical description of lhis effect leads to an expression for the spatial extent of the neUlron away from the nucleus
that is written as a sum ovcr all of thc continuum stales including interference effects.
The resull in the case of an isolated nucleus
is a probability distribution that decays
rapidly exponentially away from lhe nucleus.
The end resuh is similar to the resul! in lhe
case of tunneling. but the physics is very different.
How can the lattice change this? Each of
the individual free neutron states extends
OUI. far away from the nucleus. These waves
"s:lmple" the surrounding environment. and

Neutron transfer reactions
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tanium) is about 0.50 eV: assuming that a
larger barrier energy inhibits deuleron recoil.
then Ti should be capable of achieving 3
higher neutron production rate than Pd in the
presence of roughly comparable phononic
excitation.
Little else is predicted to occur until quite
high l:mice energy Iransfers. Continuum
gamma production is predicted whcn local
microscopic electric or magnetic fields
Compton scatter (with assistance from the
lattice) off of deuterons, at transfer energies
above 60 KeV. Lattice-induced neutron ionization from deuterium nuclei (mediated by
local electric or magnetic fields) is predictcd
al transfer energies above 2.225 MeV; this
could result in quite high rates of neutron
production.
The predicted lattice-assisted reactions
that are discussed above seem in some cases
to agree with the results claimed in '"cold fusion" experiments. There has been much discussion of low-level neutron emission in
"cold fusion" experiments, inclUding experimental claims of both random emission and
bursts. Claims for gamma emission, including both line radiation (single frequency radiation) and continuum radiation. have been
reponed. Activation of the host lauice-the
production of short-lived mdionuclides-has
also been claimed. These phenomenon. if
true. may simply be the result of energy
transfer from vibrational modes highly excited by a phonon laser amplifier. More importantly. whether the claims are true or no!.
such phenomena would be expected from a
properly prepared metal hydride sample that
is suitably excited.
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The answer to the question
'where is this all going?' may
well be, for the United States at
least, 'nowhere. '.....
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th Y will surely notice the pre effect. In \he case of free neutrons
Isotope
Neutron Binding
Iso!Ope
Neutron Binding
Neutron Binding
Isotope
Energy (MeV)
Energy (MeVI
Energy (MeV)
ence of a nearby lattice. If the
with one unit of angular momen18805
~.9453
72499
13~
7.9607
surrounding environment intertum, Lhe translation ymmetry of
19 PI
17%
~Pb
7.3682
8.0203
6.105'
184W
183w
6.1918
7.4120
8.0287
acts with lhe wave stTongly,
the lattice i capable of changing
201Hg
nSe
~~ 8.5373
7.4195
6.2299
the waves will no longer interthe angular momenLum, 0 no ad1870s
54e,
6.2914
76458
9.7194
57~e
157Gd
20Hg
58Fe
6.3594
7.7548
10.0464
fere '0 precisely a before' in
ditional Limulation i required.
155Gd
78se
6.4349
7.8200
10.5009
6~
thi case, the desrrUClive inter17 1Yb
So what are the implication of
I PI
62Ni
6.6147
10.5978
7.9225
15N
199Hg
I58Gd
6.6640
7.9383
10.8344
ference that .caused localization
a neutron hopping effect? The
207Pb
l1B
53C,
6.7376
7.9393
11.4548
in the case of an i olated nudeimple Lexample of thi effect i
Table II. Bindillg energies of neutrolls ofstable lI1/clei (alld Iritil/lIl)
u , can be broken. The neurron
in the case of neutron hopping befor isotopes that will imeroctless strollgly in nel/troll trallsfer
can b delocalized, at lea t in
tween equivalent nuclei. which
reactiolls {that will hOlle configuratioll mixing with stable
principle. eutrons generally
would look like an enhancement
f)arell/s and p-wave COll/illll/lm neutroll orbitals}.
interact only weakly with other
of the elf-diffu ion proces . For
nuclei in a lattice. Calculations
example. if a ilicon cry tal \ ere
of \he effects of Bragg scauering on the free
from the nudeu , and the re ulting interacpecially constructed with alternating layer
wave in fact demon trated an effect, and
tion is predicted 10 be quite weak.
of 28Si and 29Si, then \he effect of elf-difEstimate so far suggesL \haL when the free fusion (under a narro band phonon drive)
there occurred a quite mini cule probabiJjty
\hat the bound neutron could be found quite
neutron has one unil of angular momentum
could be monitored by neutron Bragg catfar (microns away. Unfortunately, \he effect th.at the centrifugal effects are strong enough rering. eutron diffraction peaks corre pondto preclude sufficiently large coupling to
ing to the impo ed order would be pre ent
i much too weak to be ob erved.
A much larger effect i predicted if \he give reaction rate fast enough for heal pro- initially and would di appear in time due to
Bragg cattering is reso'nanily enhanced.
duction. However, experimentally it i
the elf-diffu ion. Thi e fect hould be obThemlal neutron are observed to be srrongly claimed that many i (nickel) light water ex- servable on a day to week time scale. A simiabsorbed or canered by nuclei that have a periments appear 10 give heat at quite modest
lar crystal with alrerna ing layer of 28 i and
bound state that' nearby in energy. Thi ef- currenr den itie (and hence pos ibly quite 30Si would how no uch effecr.
fect i about the only proce thaL compete
Low lattice energy tran fer). ]1 i tempLi.ng to
If neuLTon hopping between equivalelJl nuucces fully with Bragg scattering in a crys- conjecture that neutron rran5fer reactions in- clei that couple to a neutron with one unit of
lal.
bound neutron that mixe with free volving nickel occur specifically \hat a near angular momentum occurs, \he re ulting exneutron states does a in a way that is pecure onance (12 KeY) occur for 62 i a
periment would be even impl r. In Lhi ca e.
liar; the momentum of these states i preci e- donor and 29Si as acceptor. Por thi to be
a cry ral with alternating i otopic layer
ly what would be expected for nOmlal fre
rrue, since the nickel isotope coupLes 10 a
would pontaneou ly how elf-dLffu ion
with no exremal timulation. Even if the maneutron but ince the neutron are actually
fre neutron with one unit 0 angUlar momentum the interaction matrix lement must
trix elements are small, as in the crude estitill bound, the corre ponding energy i
many MeV less \han LhaL of a free neutron.
be more Lhan 20 times larger than llte crude
mates th.i effecL hould till occur, but it
Consequently, the free waves from the estimares made so far. For this reason among wou Id occur at a much lower Tate and therebound neutron will not be ab orbed or caLter others, it will be quite mteresting to see what
fore be harder to see.
with tile ame cros ection of true free neueutron tran fer reacrron , becau e their energy i very different.
tion ma_ be an jntere t]f new resonance can be found with an enering route to \he clean progy that roughly matches the energy of the
duction of nuclear energy
bound neutron, then re onant scaLlering can
witb table fuel and ashoccur.
es and with very low raPerhap Lhe rno t intere ting example of
dioactive emi ions. Thi
thi is when other equivalent nuclei are prei perhap the 010, Lexciting pro pecl. This would
ent in the laLli.ce. For example, if 29Si mixe wi\h 28Si and a free neutron orbital, \he
be lhe ca 'C if neutron
free neurron wi.ll con ider all Olher 28Si nuh pping between 11011clei Lo be potentiaL siles for resonant scatterequivalent nuclei ocing ince if the fre neutron were to be cap- th re ults of detailed calculations how.
curred with energy tran fer ro the lanice
tured by the e nuclei there would be a preI the onJy nuclei participating in these rethrough mechanism described above. If
cise energy balance over all. Thi resonant
action - are t.ho. coupl ing LO zero-angular
me of the 'cold fusion" heat expcriment
scatlering proces can be coherent, which is
nuclei, then \he Ii t i pos ible. Silicon would are right and there in act' exce s heat.. then
anoth r way of aying that Bragg cauering be the mo t promi ing, which i convenient,
this reaction mechani m would be a trong
with a dramatically nhanced caltering
ince there i quite a biL of ·ilicon. If nuclei candjdate to explain what i g ing on.
thai couple to neutrons with one unit of ancra s section is possible.
Tritium production i also claimed in
To make thi work. a lattice mu t contain gular momenrum can participate then the lis\.
'cold fusion" experiment. eutron hopping
a mixture of neighb ring i otope ; for exami. bigger (e Table
In thi case. aL least ro deur rium would be much like lhe heat
ple, 2 Si and 29 ii. There are ymmetry re- one of the reactants (neurron donor or accepproducing r action. xcept Lhal mo t reacquirements that pre.dict which isotope will
tor must be from Table I, in order for the tions leading to tritium pr duction are endo\hermic energy-consuming), in tead of
how the largest effect: the angular momenIran ition rate not to be quite small.
rum of the free neutron ultimately determines
The theory for these processe at thi point exothennic, a required for heal production.
the trength of \he coupling. Par e ample,
ince Ihere i on iderable evidence for
ha other r quirements. For example, in orfor the ilicon i otopes 28Sii and 29Si, \he der for \he re onant Bragg cauering to be "cold" tritium production in many' cold fueffective, the free neutron mu t undergo a sion" experiments, thi i very positive for
(ree n utron has no net angular momentum
which i optimum. A free neutr n coupling
hange in either linear or angular momentum
thi mechanism.
to deULerium to make tritium is aI 0 a zero- during a hop. In the case of zero-momentum
momentum interaction. The table palladjum free neutrons, phonon exchange can change Where i thi all going?

m.

i otope all couple to neutr n
unit of angular momentum;
potential associated with \hi
momentum keep th free

tate with two
the centripetal
much angular
oeutron away

the linear momentum of the neutron. Thermal phonon are predicted to be much Ie s
effective than a very trong narrow-band
phonon field in producing a strong caLlcring

Thj' ha ollllined my approach to the Lheoretical problem that I think i behind Lhe
• cold fu ion" effects that have been reponed
by many experimenters during the past sev-
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What I think will make a difference
to the scientific cOlllntunity
to
funding agencies is a conservative
demonstration of understanding,
both eXIJerimentally and
theoretically.

N
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their colle:lgues and frOI11 the press. The results of many years of effort on the part of
those in the field have led to numerous experimems that have appeared to work ag:lin
and ag:lin. Conservative programs. such as
the IMRA programs in FrJnee and Japan. as
well as at SRI International, have focused on
whal sccms to be the most solid and most reproducible effects in lhe field (the hellvy water excess heat production). Many others
have pursued the newer light waler heat e)(perimcms. Still others. such as Ihe Claytor
group ilt Los Alamos National Laboratory.
have achieved reproducible production of
cold tritium.
But the scientific community in general
has nOI kept up with developments in Ihe
field. 111ey do not believe that there can be
an effect. and they have no inlerest or patience to find out what has been dOlle :llld
what the current ideas are. Many in the field
have:l dream in which at some point enough
experiments to sufficient precision will have
been done that will make the seientific com~
munity sit IIp and take notice. I think Ihatthis
is wildly naive. bascd on past experiencc. No
alllount of experimental results alone is likely to have any significant impact. either on
physics communities or on funding agencies.
Sad. but true.
Neither will an ilpp;lremly workable theory hllve a signific:tnt impact. nlere arc mltny
S8
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severe criticism from collcugues and from
the press. and thaI there will be little support
for this work. leI us hope thaI Ihe Japanese
will be able to sustain their efforts. and be
successful: and Ict us be content with COIltributing 10 science in the hopes thllt these
ventures will be one day successful and
appreciated.
~
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When Peter Hagelstein returned to MIT in
1986 as an Associate Professor 01 Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science at age
32, he was already regarded as one of the
narion's brightest young scientists. He had
just left the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory in California to return to his alma
mater and the very department where he had
received the S8 and SM in etectrical
engineering (1976) and his PhD in 19S1. In
addition to his MIT teaching, Professor
Hagelstein's work focuses on extreme
uifraviolet and ·SOI/# X-ray lasers, as well as
on the physics of ·cold fusion.· He has been
prominently involved with cold fusion research
since 1989. Among the subjects he has
taught at MIT are: numerical simulation:
quanlum mechanics; and electrodynamics.
Under his supervision a table-top X·ray laser
facility has been developed at MIT. Prior to
his return to MIT. he held rhese positions at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory:
Physicist, Special Studies Group. Physics
Department (1981-86): Principal Project
Scientisl. X-ray Laser Program (1981-1986);
and Group Leader for the NL TE
Computarional Physics Group (1982-1985). In
1984. he was awarded the EO. Lawrence
award lor National Security. He has been a
consultant to AT& T Bell Laboratory and to
other corporations. Presently he is on the
scientific advisory board of ENECO. He was
also a JASON for several years.
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theories that have becn developed in the
field. and I think it is safe to say that there is
no consensus at all in the field as to whal is
the correct theory for the effect.
What I think will make a difference to the
scientific community and to funding agencies is a conservative demonstration of understanding. both experimentally and theoretically. Let me illustrate this idea under an
assumption that the theoretical ideas described here are largely correct.
A program could be established that
would focus on the different pieces of the
puzzle. one at a time. For example. a program could be established on optical phonon
lasers. with the goal of demonslrating a clear
theOrelical und espcrimenwl understanding
of the effect lind associ:Jtcd physics. A three
to five year program of about 10 research
groups would settle this in a conservative
manner. so thm at the end thcre would be no
question in anyone's mind as 10 whether optical phonon lasers e~m be made and what
their pammeters are.
Similarly. :l program could be established 10 study
vacancy phonon
mode
structure.
ctnd
again both lheoretically and experimentally. Such a
program could examine the generation and characterization of defect impurity bands in metal hydrides of all
sorts. and very conservatively :lrlswer questions about the occurrence and spectroscopy of these bands.
The two efforts could be combined. which
according to the ideas presented here. would
le:ld to reproducible experiments demonstrating large energy coupling between lallices
and nuclei. Neutron production. fast electron
production. :tlpha produelion and host lauiee
activation could be studied; this would be a
very exciting prognull.
A conserVlltive and sustained effort to understand neutron hopping. both theoretically
and computationally. could also be carried
out. This would :lIso be a nuher cxciting program. Much of the condensed mailer community has relevam expertise. and lhe results
of such studies have the potential to open up
a new field.
The combining of all of lhese efforts could
then lead to assaults on the heat production
problem. The diFference is that this time. the
assault would start from a position of deep
understanding. The goal of such an effort
would be 10 explore novel heat~production
technologies: 10 optimize heat producing
systems for various applications: and to work
with industry 10 bring these technologies to
the market place.
·Illese are wonderful dreams and fantasies.
They could even come true. But we must be
a bit more serious. and Face up to the fact
th:lt we will continue to be the recipients of

Ti

eral years. To date. there has been lillie interest on the pan of the wider scientific cornmunity. and on the part of funding agencies
in many countries. with the exception of
Japan. I suspect that this situation will continue unabated for sOrlie time. n,e answer to
the queslion "where is this all going?'" may
well be. for the United Slates al least.
··nowhere.··
Why should this be so? The seientifie establishment is by necessity very conservative. This is also true of funding agencies: no
one Wllnts precious research dollars to be
wasted on something that will not produce
results. Those working in the area of "cold
fusion" are in some sense scientific "pioneers:' who are willing to work in an are~l
where there are possible questions about
whether their efforts will lead to solid results. This is not conservative science. at
least as viewed by the much more conservative scientific community.
Those working in the field have grown
used to years of incessant criticism from

Some of ProFeswr H:lgelstdn's Publications
on Cold Fusion:
"Cohcrcnl and Semi-Coherent Neutron
TrJnsfer Reactions I: TIle lrneT:lclion ~lamiltol1
ian:' FII~'io/l Tt'chnology Vot.22. 172-180.
(1992).
"Cohcreni and Semi-Coherent Neutron
Transfer Reactions 11: Transilion OpcrJtors:'
submiued to FII.tiol/ Tedw%gy (1992).
"Coherent and Semi-Coherent Neutron
TransFer Reanions III: Phonon Generalion:'
FI/J'ion Technology (May 1993).
"Coherent and Semi-Coherent Neutron
Transfer ReaClions IV: Two-Step Reactions and
Virtual NellironJ>:' submilled to "'tlSiOiI Trdl/l%l;.\' (

1992).

"Coherenl and Scm i-Coherent Neutron
Transfer Reaclions:' in FrOllliers of Cold
sioll. Proceedings of th~ Third Internalional
Conference on Cold Fusion (Nagoya. Japan).
11. Ikegllmi. Editor. Universal AC'ldemy Press.
Inc.. Tokyo. 1993. pp.297-J06.
"Lallice Induced Atomic and Nuclear Reactions:' Pr(l("('('(lillgs OffIll' FOl/rIh ImermlliOllll1
COllferelll'(' 011 Cold FIISioll. EPRl (1994)
"Neutron Transfcr Reactions. P.L. l1agelstein and S. Kaushil.:. Proc(('di'l.~s of Ihe FOllrlll
/lIIertl(lIiullIIl COllferem'e 011 CoM "-I/sioll.
EPRI (1994).
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